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The Healthy Edge LIVE Is Coming to Tacoma, WA and Will Bring the Best
Speakers in the Health Industry; This Event Will Change Lives for the Better -
Don't Miss Out

Tired of trying different diets and not seeing the results you want? Attending The Healthy Edge
LIVE will change lives and how people view weight loss.

Tacoma, WA (PRWEB) October 15, 2013 -- Does this sound familiar? “Take this pill, take this shot, cut down
on carbs, do this quick five minute exercise!” A typical diet advertisement might sound amazing, but usually
leaves people with empty wallets and feeling defeated. The Healthy Edge LIVE offers physical and emotional
change people can actually see, and now they’re hosting an event in Tacoma, WA. The Tacoma community
needs to attend The Healthy Edge LIVE event on November 7-8 so people can start seeing change in their lives.
The Healthy Edge CEO, Amber Thiel, will host this event along with some of the best fitness, wellness and
health speakers from around the world. This program is locally grown and world-renowned. Don’t miss this
life-changing event!

Want to learn about how the body and mind work together? This knowledge can be the missing piece that can
help a person transform their life. Make sure to purchase tickets as soon as possible.

The Healthy Edge lifestyle was officially launched in Tacoma, WA in March of 2008. This lifestyle program is
meant to help people with their weight challenges and has expanded to offer a complete 8-week online system,
guidebook, cookbook and a coaches certification program. With over 350 coaches in 3 countries, The Healthy
Edge is becoming a way of life for many families across the globe with no mention of the word “diet”, ever.

Diets are a trillion dollar industry, but so many people are still unsatisfied with their body. Ninety-five percent
of Americans who lose weight on a diet gain all the weight back (and then some) within 2 years. On top of that,
diets are confusing and expensive. Common commercials or programs try to sell people quick and easy
shortcuts every single day and it seems like there is no limit to what people are willing to do for the promise of
weight loss.

Amber Thiel, Tacoma local and CEO of The Healthy Edge, was one of those people. As a young woman, she
tried to lose weight by any means necessary - from restricting calories and over-exercising, to battling with
bulimia for 5 years after the devastating loss of her 45-year-old mother to breast cancer. Amber lived in a daily
obsession over her calories, workouts and the parts of her body she desperately wanted to change. She also had
lingering health issues including depression, insomnia, acne, chronic fatigue and bowel issues. In her mid 20’s
she was exhausted and ready to do something drastically different. She was ready to get healthy.

A journey of emotional and physical healing freed Amber from the bondage she felt daily over her weight. The
life shift was fueled by the memory of her mom and was rooted in her education in Anatomy, Physiology,
Biology, Human Nutrition and personal training. Despite the temptation of looking for a quick fix, Amber
decided to work with her body instead of doing things to her body. For the first time in her life, she focused on
the health inside of her body and the transformation began on the outside. Amber knew her new focus was the
definition of freedom when releasing the 15 pounds that had always plagued her was an added bonus to how
amazing she felt.

The journey didn’t stop there; between Amber’s sister, brother-in-law and husband, over 100 pounds were
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released. Amber and Brian began conducting weekly seminars in their home, helping over 250 people in one
year. Amazing improvements in blood pressure, cholesterol, triglycerides, blood sugar, weight loss, sleep apnea
and other ailments demonstrated that the approach not only worked, it was transforming people’s lives.

People from across North America will travel thousands of miles to experience this dynamic lifestyle program
in a 2 Day event featuring Amber Thiel, CEO, delivering the NEW 8-week program LIVE. Don’t miss this life-
changing event! Purchase tickets today by going to The Healthy Edge LIVE website
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Contact Information
Amber Thiel
The Healthy Edge
http://thebeta.cloudwaysapps.com/healthy-edge-live/
+1 (419) 306-1264

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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